
“genocide” needs to be rethought—genocide brings to mind mass murder, but in fact it is 
possible to destroy a nation (which is the definition of genocide) through means other than 
outright murder of the entire population. I think the author addresses this well, but I really 
feel that this does need to be emphasized more in the conclusion. I felt the conclusion was 
too short—the author does not do justice to the case made in the body of the paper. More 
reference back to the specifics of the case, perhaps putting them together in way that 
emphasizes the author’s point (somewhat like the closing argument of an attorney) would 
make this article much more persuasive. 

I think his emphasis on result as opposed to motivation is something that needs to be 
examined more generally in genocide studies, and maybe the author can refer to other 
similar cases in this and future papers. This is just a suggestion, but if there is some way of 
emphasizing the significance of this particular assertion it should be done.

As for the racial component, I am somewhat unfamiliar with this aspect of Russian history 
and so I do not have a lot to add on this. I do however agree that the arguments that the 
peoples were deported for strictly political reasons or that since Russians were deported as 
well it could not have been racially motivated, fall apart very quickly under close 
examination. Again, however, I do think the author needs to recapitulate this in the 
conclusion. I cannot emphasize this enough. This is a truly great article that addresses an 
extremely important issue, and the conclusion is just too short to reinforce for the reader just 
what a strong case the author has made.

- Anonymous

Critique on the manuscript ‘Scourging the Caucasus’

(Second Critical Response to J. Otto Pohl’s “Scourging the Caucasus: The Soviet 
Deportation of the Karachais, Chechens, Ingush, and Balkars in 1943-1944”)

The author is less original than he/she implies. There is, for instance, J. Otto Pohl’s article 
‘Stalin's Genocide against the “repressed peoples” ’, in Journal of Genocide Research, vol. 2 
(2000). Of course, this manuscript can employ materials that appeared since then.

I would modify the conclusion. Genocide scholars deduce intent from the results; they do 
not evaluate events by ignoring completely what may have been their purpose(s). Using the 
UN definition or not, they generally do not speak of "genocide" unless they have deduced an 
intent to destroy a people. Most of the time, this is done on the basis of the outcome.

Speaking of “militant opposition” and “militant insistence [resistance]”, the use of the word 
"genocide" seems to imply that the scholars involved are malicious. Rather than such 
language, it would be better to present their views early on, with quotations. This would 
include Statiev's point that there was a typically Soviet randomness about which ethnic 
group to deport, and which one not.

- Anonymous
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